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Section 1 Introduction to Oliver Wyman

Oliver Wyman is by some distance the recognized market leader in providing
strategy advisory services to wholesale banks
Key Areas of Insight

700+
Oliver Wyman executed projects in
corporate and institutional banking practice
since 2012…

Widely recognized as influential thought-leaders, the Corporate and Institutional
Banking Practice draws on a deep knowledge of our clients' businesses and our
own in-depth industry research to develop sustainable strategies for our clients
in Investment and Corporate and Commercial Banking.
Key areas of insight include:
• Banking, capital markets and transaction services
• Market infrastructure
• Sales coverage
• Business strategy and organization
• Treasury strategy and applied risk
• Pre and post-trade strategy
• Credit portfolio management and credit process analysis
• Performance measurement and compensation

Source Oliver Wyman Analysis
© Oliver Wyman | SIN-FSP29401-042
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Corporate and Institutional Banking has strong relationships with all
twelve leading global players, as well as regionals, market infrastructure
and regulators
CIB clients
Globals

• Banks with global corporate and investment
banking operations
– Either standalone (MS, GS)
– Or embedded within a universal bank

Regionals

• (European) Banks with strong CIB operations
throughout Europe, often with smaller operations
in other regions e.g. SG and BNPP in North
America, Santander or BBVA
in LatAm

Domestics “Plus”

• Banks with CIB operations focused largely in
their home market
• Large captive mid-market client base
• Typically one foreign market (hence the “plus”)

Market
Infrastructure

•
•
•
•

Other

• Regulators (e.g. FSA, Finma) – together with PP
• Industry bodies (IIF, WEF, afme, sifma)
• Buy side clients (Blackrock) – together
with WAM

© Oliver Wyman | SIN-FSP29401-042

Exchanges (e.g. Dt. Börse, LSE, Eurex, CME)
Clearinghouses (e.g. LCH, CME)
Custodians (e.g. BNY Mellon, StateStreet)
Market data providers (e.g. ThomsonReuters)
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Overview of topics in the Corporate and Institutional Banking Practice

Typical corporate and institutional banking topics

1

Corporate and
Investment Banking
Strategy

Industry-defining reports

• Market sizing and competitive positioning
• Productivity, profitability analysis
• Business model profiling and market entry

2

Regulatory Response

• Impact analysis (e.g. Basel III, MiFID II)
• Bank separation
• Wholesale conduct and compliance

3

Sales Coverage and
Incentives

• Coverage teams set-ups
• Cross-selling and cross-group convergence
• Compensation and sales credit methodology

4

Exchanges and Market • Pre and post-trade strategy and e-platforms
Infrastructure
• Collateral Management und CCP Clearing
• Custody und Securities Services

5

Process and Cost
Optimisation

6

Market Risk
Management
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• Front-to-Back efficiency
• Zero-based cost optimisation
• Smart sourcing and IT strategy
• Market risk modelling
• Credit portfolio management
• CVA modelling

JVs with
F&R and
SITO

July 2015
Corporate
Banking Report
Delivering Excellence
In Corporate Banking

March 2016
Wholesale and
Investment
Banking Outlook
The Liquidity
Conundrum

September 2015
The Capital
Markets Industry
The times they are
a-changin’
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Section 2 Opportunities in Asia Banking Market

There are rising opportunities in Asia banking market especially in trade
finance and FIG business, which could be realized by sector solutions

1
BANKING MARKET IN ASIA
• Growing share of Asia in global
market

3

4

TRADE FINANCE

2

• Over 35% of global
trade revenues
are in Asia

GLOBAL
TRANSACTION
BANKING

FIG BUSINESS
• FIG revenue
reaches ~$170 BN
in 2015

• 40% of that trade
is within Asia

5
SECTOR SOLUTIONS
• Shipping, oil & gas, real estate etc

© Oliver Wyman | SIN-FSP29401-042
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Banking market in Asia
1

Asia will surpass EMEA to become the crossroad of global trade by 2020

Region’s involvement in global trade
% of trade flow with region’s involvement, 2015 vs. 2020E

Asia-related trade flows
US$ BN, 2015
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Source: UNCAD, WTO and Oliver Wyman analysis
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Global Transaction Banking
2

In APAC, the TB revenue pool grew from $84BN to $126BN between 2011
and 2015, driven mainly by growth in China and ASEAN

Historical evolution of Asian TB revenues
Split by country, US$ BN

Historical evolution of Asian TB revenues
Split by product type, US$ BN
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Source: Oliver Wyman proprietary data and analysis
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Payments & Cash Management

Trade & Receivables Finance
10

Trade Finance
3

More than 35% of global trade revenues are in Asia, with 40% of that trade
being within Asia

Asia share in global trade
percentage of world total, 2015
100%
90%

Latin
America
North
America

80%

2015 Intra-APAC trade flow drill downs
US$ BN

A

JP

KR

CN

HK

JP

Asia
import

TW

SG

ID

TH

IN

VN

PH

Total
imports
412
237

B
CN

EMEA

TW

Asia
export

ID

APAC

IntraAsia

10%
0%
Trade finance
revenue1

Asia-related
trade volume

146
211
122

AU
MY

30%

501

C

SG
To

40%

987

Trade within Greater China supported by
geographical proximity, ethnic association
and preferred regulatory access

HK

50%

20%

MY

Most of the intra-regional flows are
in/out/within North Asia

KR

70%
60%

From
AU

140

Expected to grow with
further cooperation
initiatives (e.g. ASEAN)

134

TH

144

IN

143

VN

112

PH

42

Total
exports

449

358

1,058

US$10 BN or less

50

307

196

US$10–30 BN

215

212

146

142

US$30–100 BN

76

69

51

3,3292

US$100+ BN

1. Includes revenue from receivable finance
2. Total revenue of these 13 selected countries amounts to US$3,329 BN. Total intra-APAC revenue amounts to US$3,805 BN.
Source: UNCAD, Oxford Economics, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Trade Finance
3

In terms of trade corridors, Asia has turned into the leading global
trade hub, more than 60% of trade has at least one leg in Asia
Comments

International trade in select corridors
2015
North America

Western Europe

453

US$
BN

US$
324 3,319 BN
Asia
757

US$
BN

895

US$
BN

661
486

US$
647 BN

US$
130 BN

463

319

US$
BN

US$
BN

886

224
US$
BN

421

273

Latin
America

US$
222 BN

Intra-regional trade

Middle
East

US$
3,805 BN

US$
BN

895

• Global trade flows have been
materially reshaped, with
intra-regional trade growing
importance especially in Asia
– Asia accounts for ~44% of the
global intra-regional trade
– South-south trade flow has
continuously increased,
attributing to the overall market
growth of China-led Asia and
Intra-ASEAN trade
• Both import and export are
centering on Asia and intra-Asian
trade is being the primary driver
of this growth

Asia-Pacific

Size of goods trade

Source: ITC, UNCTAD, WTO, UN COMTRADE, Oliver Wyman analysis
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FIG Business
4

The total revenues available from FIG clients was ~$170 BN in 2015 Being
careful to apply a Shari’ah compliant lens.

FIG revenues by product
In US$ BN, FY 2015

FIG revenues by client
In US$ BN, FY 2015

180

Speciality
Finance Pensions

170

160

20

140

Insurers

25
Banks

120

15

110

Publics

100
45
80

Equities

60
40
65
20

FICC

Hedge Fund
Asset Manager

0
Markets

IBD

Eq: 5–10% 15–20%
Growth
rate yoy FICC: -5%
to -10%

Transaction Lending
banking

Total

0–5%

0–5%

0–5%

Note: IBD excludes self-issuance
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FIG Business
4

Tier 2 banks in particular represent a broad set of opportunities, but also
present a range of coverage and execution challenges

Client buying points

Product needs

Parent/
Board

CEO/
Regions

Perspectives

• M&A/Advisory
• Major balance sheet restructuring

ExCo

•
•
•
•

M&A/Advisory
Major balance sheet restructuring
Wholesale partnerships
Investor management

• Funding Capital raising • Share buybacks
• Monetisation/Hedging/ • Block trades
Disposal strategies
• Tax enhancement

CFO

Specialist
inv. groups

• Capital deployment in structured investment vehicles

• Asset/Liability matching • Project/Acquisition financing
• Currency exposure
• Capital markets discussions
• ESOPS
• Flow FX/Rates

Treasurer/
ALM

• Credit rating advisory
• Disposal strategies
• Block trades

Risk/
portfolio mgr.

• Dependent on the subsidiary
• Sector outlook
• Corporate strategy

Heads of
business lines

Syndication
desks

B/dealer desks
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• Flow CDS
• Credit repackaging
• Credit distribution

• Loan S&T
• Project finance

• Trade Finance

• Trade ideas
• Intermediation

• OTC clearing
• Execution
• Flow business

• Tier 2 (i.e. regional banks) are one of the
most attractive client sub-segments within
the broader Financial Services segment
• They are complex accounts to serve
– Several different buying points from
CEO, through CFO and Treasurer
to business lines
– Spans many internal boundaries: asset
side/liability, private side/public side,
flow/structured, securities/IBD
– Requires dynamic product development
to react to new regulations and country
specific issues facing the institution
• Yet many dealers lack the systematic
coverage disciplines required to serve
these accounts and fail to overcome
internal hurdles
– Failure to establish credit appetite
and put in place approvals
– Lack of overall relationship management
and reciprocity
– Poor prioritization across countries
and individual names
– Ineffective mechanisms for
coordination, and unclear
mandates/coverage responsibilities
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Sector solutions
5

Definitions and scoping (1/2)
We developed a definition of corridors and a description of the economic
activities we can observe within these corridors

Definition of
corridor activity

Corridor activity comprises two key
flows…

Goods

…which can be specifically defined

“The flow of goods between two countries
(i.e. imports and exports)”

Trade flows
Services

We define corridor
activity as
“The economic activity
between two parties, in
distinct countries, that
lead to a revenue
opportunity for banks
at both ends of
the corridor”

Foreign Direct
Investment
(FDI)

“The flow of services between two countries”

“Cross-border investment by a resident entity in one economy with
the objective of obtaining a lasting interest in an enterprise
resident in another economy. The lasting interest implies the
existence of a long-term relationship between the direct investor and
the enterprise and a significant degree of influence by the direct
investor on the management of the enterprise. Ownership of at least
10% of the voting power, representing the influence by the
investor, is the basic criterion used”¹

Capital flows
“The flow of capital between two countries in the form of:
Capital
issuance

• Cross-border equity capital-raising
• Cross-currency debt issuance”

Capital
investment²

“Secondary trading or investment in securities listed/domiciled in one
country, by an investor in another country, whether by direct
investment, funds or other investment structures”

1. Definition from OECD
2. Cross-border investments are deliberately excluded, as no local network advantage in providing advise to investors is required
Note: Retail activities are deliberately excluded from the scope of this initiative for the time being. The only exception is that cross-border retail payments will be included given this cannot be
split out. This is not expected to materially impact the output/metrics

© Oliver Wyman | SIN-FSP29401-042
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Sector solutions
5

Definitions and scoping (2/2)
Against each of the corridor activities, key banking products have been
mapped which are distinct, measurable and relevant to “network banking”

Corridor activity

Products

Rationale for inclusion
• Network adds value by providing a presence at one or both legs of the corridor,
ensuring that financing activity remains within the bank

LCs and Collections
Receivables Financing

• Trade Finance products can be directly linked to a trade flow

Supply Chain Financing
Trade flows

Vanilla lending

• Some trade flows will be financed by non trade finance products, e.g. vanilla
lending, but this cannot be isolated as a specific revenue opportunity from other
proceeds of vanilla financing and the opportunity tends to be a domestic one

Non-financed trade

• Non-financed trade may present a “second order” opportunity via payments

Export Finance (ECA)

• Guarantees can be linked to trade as well as FDI flows
Guarantees
• Banks with a presence/local expertise in the country of the investor and the
capital beneficiary location are likely to have an advantage in both covering the
client, and an understanding of the local market (e.g. local targets or projects)

Project Finance

Capital
flows

Cross-border M&A

LAF

• M&A advisory and project finance can be clearly linked to an FDI flow

Vanilla lending

• We consider LAF to be a “second order” effect of trade corridor activity (e.g. only
partly related to cross-border M&A), also challenges in isolating relevant volumes

Non-financed FDI

• Some FDI may be financed by vanilla lending, but is a “second order” opportunity

Capital
issuance

Cross-border DCM

Included

© Oliver Wyman | SIN-FSP29401-042

Payments

Cross-border ECM

Payments-linked FX

Foreign
direct
investment

• Capital flows within a corridor can be broken down to total equity and debt
issuance volume and hence have a direct relation
• For ECM, we see benefit of local expertise from an issuer perspective, less so
from an investor perspective
• For DCM, we see benefit of local expertise from an issuer perspective – however
rather for wider currency regions than for specific local markets

To be included/data not yet available

Excluded/cannot be directly tracked
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Section 3 Operating model challenges

Operating model challenges

Banks can serve clients throughout the value chain under the perspective
of trade corridor
Example client value chain and banking product
opportunities across corridors

Transparency on these relationships allows for
multiple uses and much more targeted client service

Russian Retailer

Consumer loan
and payment opportunity

German OEM

1

Investor Relations
• Communicate value of global network to the client’s
investors and analyst community

2

Resource allocation
• Enable global footprint decisions (e.g. local network
footprint vs. correspondent banking)
• Drive capital allocation decisions (within markets
and to clients)

3

Client coverage and targeting
• Wallet-sizing and opportunity identification
• Support client account planning processes
• Monitor client-level performance vs. targets
• Support macro coverage allocation decisions

4

Organisational set-up
• Consider potential organisational models to incentivise
corridor performance, e.g. shift from BU/country-led
organisation to corridor-led

5

Performance management
• Monitor strategic objectives Group & BU level
• Potentially link performance vs. corridor objectives
to individual performance management

Russian car
purchaser
RCF and payment
opportunity

Project finance and
payment opportunity

SCF and payment
opportunity

L/C and payment
opportunity

Indonesian
supplier

Chinese subsidiary
of German OEM

South African
supplier
Flow of goods
Business relationship

© Oliver Wyman | SIN-FSP29401-042
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Operating model challenges

A solutions team for Islamic banks/takaful can increase share of wallet and
the value of structured products sold, but must be implemented with care
Theme

Description

Positioning
within
the organisation

• Critical feature is that the structured derivatives team is
placed together in one location in the business

Role

• Participate in client discussions, but not responsible for
client relationships

Value
proposition

• Cross product “solutions” products (ALM, liquidity solutions,
balance sheet advisory, etc.)

• Mixed position within peer organisations
1. FIG coverage
2. Private (DCM) Shari’ah
3. Public fixed income side (SUKUKs, IJARA etc)

• Deep knowledge of regulatory/accounting/fiscal impact
of transactions
Revenue
reporting

• Usually shadow P&L

# FTEs

• 5–15

Typical
FTE profile

• Senior segment specialists: ALM background, experience
across multiple products, with ability to carry out
“solutions role”, rather than single product sales
• Modelling team to support detailed impact analysis,
e.g. regulatory, accounting, tax

© Oliver Wyman | SIN-FSP29401-042

• Whilst a small team, executed well,
a solutions team can leverage the
rest of the organisation to
– Bring opportunities for flow
sales, across asset classes
– Specialise in resolving
complex balance sheet
management issues
– Increase high-value sales of
structured products into bank
client segment
• Care must be taken to avoid 3
common failures in setting up
such a team
– Lack of sufficient product
specialism and commercial
focus; in some cases too
much like sector research
– Insufficient quality of team
– Duplication of activity with other
teams that are closer to the
points-of-sales; and insufficient
client access as a results
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Section 4 Next steps

Next steps

How would you choose the corporate coverage business model?

…

…
Generalist CRM

Description

• Primary dimension is product:
Product specialist covers client,
e.g. M&A experts cover all
sectors and products, drawing
on other specialists as needed
• Sectors or regions as
secondary dimension

Rationale

• Primary dimension is sector:
Sector specialist covers client,
e.g. Automotive experts cover
automotive clients across all
products, drawing on product
specialists as needed
• Product or regional expertise
as secondary dimension

• Primary dimension is client:
Generalist RM combining basic
product and sector knowledge
covers all types of clients
• Often regional setup to
reflect client location and
cultural preferences
• Product or sector specialists
consulted when required

Retail
Oil and Gas

…
Hybrid CRM

• Primary dimension is client:
Generalist RM covers all types
of clients, with some specific
sector teams for a subset of
client sectors
• In case there is a sector team,
sector specialists consulted
as required

• Global Universals and IBs with
full product offering

• Global Universals or
large Regionals

• Large Regionals with often less
focus on capital markets

• Large Regionals with less
focus on capital markets

• Emphasis on products, one
clear and central hub and
cross-border business

• Emphasis on sectors with
cross-sell indication and
cross-border business

• Emphasis on client relationship
and cross-sell incentives

• Emphasis on client
relationship, key sectors
and cross-sell incentives

Avg. number of
clients covered

• 1,000–2,000 clients overall

• 1,000–2,000 clients overall

• 100–1,500 overall

• 100–1,500 overall

• 150–250 per product unit

• 35–70 per sector

• 40–80 per coverage team

• 40–150 per coverage team

Avg. threshold
to mid-cap bank

• >US$500 MM (client turnover,
below covered in mid cap)

• >US$500 MM

• >US$250 MM

• >US$250 MM (generalist)

© Oliver Wyman | SIN-FSP29401-042

…

ECM

DCM

…

Oil and Gas

Automotive

Lending

Retail

ECM

DCM

…

ECM

Oil and Gas

Automotive

Sectors

Retail

Products

Products

Sectors

…

DCM

…

ECM

Oil and Gas

Automotive

4 Hybrid

Generalist

Products

Sectors

Sectors

Retail

Lending

Automotive

DCM

Products

Model

3

Sector led

Lending

2

Product led

Lending

1

• >US$500 MM (product/sector)
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Section 5 Appendix

Appendix

Who don’t we see here?
Competitors have invested heavily on building out the business, placing
strategic bets across the range of their client and product franchise

• Full coverage and
servicing of all client
needs through APAC,
EMEA and Americas

Global

Asian corporate GTB competitive landscape

• Product/Coverage
capabilities across
several regional
markets with close
trading links

Regional

• Product/Coverage
capabilities limited
to home or
near-home markets

Domestic

Global MNC Franchise

Regional MNC Franchise

Deep Regional Franchise

SME/Mid market

Breadth of
client servicing

Domestic clients

MNCs

Depth of
market penetration

• Client coverage restricted
to “home market” clients
operating local

• Coverage of large
corporate/MNC clients
(typically based on “home”
trade linkages)

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
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“Global” Franchise

• Coverage of mid-market
corporate clients outside
of home markets
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QUALIFICATIONS,
ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING
CONDITIONS

This report is for the exclusive use of the Oliver Wyman client named herein. This report is not intended for general circulation or
publication, nor is it to be reproduced, quoted or distributed for any purpose without the prior written permission of Oliver Wyman.
There are no third party beneficiaries with respect to this report, and Oliver Wyman does not accept any liability to any third party.
Information furnished by others, upon which all or portions of this report are based, is believed to be reliable but has not been
independently verified, unless otherwise expressly indicated. Public information and industry and statistical data are from sources
we deem to be reliable; however, we make no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. The
findings contained in this report may contain predictions based on current data and historical trends. Any such predictions are
subject to inherent risks and uncertainties. Oliver Wyman accepts no responsibility for actual results or future events.
The opinions expressed in this report are valid only for the purpose stated herein and as of the date of this report. No obligation
is assumed to revise this report to reflect changes, events or conditions, which occur subsequent to the date hereof.
All decisions in connection with the implementation or use of advice or recommendations contained in this report are the sole
responsibility of the client. This report does not represent investment advice nor does it provide an opinion regarding the fairness
of any transaction to any and all parties.

